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topic/ plan section Comment From Details / Notes Addressed

recreation Thanks so much for taking the time to read and respond to my email. My understanding is 
that the town plan is meant to communicate the interest and priorities of the town’s 
residents so I just want to be sure that the interest of us motorists are included. Since most 
of that group often chooses not to get involved in town affairs it would be really easy to 
overlook them/us entirely. I pretty much have all motor sports in mind to be included. 
Snowmobiling is the most accepted and most organized and I would definitely seek 
inclusion for that. There’s also a whole host of other, less organized and often less accepted 
motor activities which includes ATVs, side by sides, dirt bikes and off road trucks (mud 
trucks.) With those there is kind of a hierarchy of what’s typically more accepted with ATV 
and side by sides having a more organized and accepted status (because of formal clubs) 
and dirt bikes and mud trucks at the bottom. I think it’s really important for everyone on the 
board and off the board to consider that ALL of these activities have been ongoing in 
Woodbury for generations and are really important to many residents, whether or not those 
residents are very vocal about it. I am hoping that can be represented somehow in the town 
plan since this plan will be laying groundwork for the future of our town.

Lizzy Higgins, via email
on 9/8/2021 PC revised Outdoor Recreation 
Objective H. and added new Action x. 
encoporated into 9/17/2021 draft

yes

junkyards Woodbury already has rules on junkyards but the town chooses not to enforce them, so the 
issue isn’t about having rules, its about enforcing them

P Peltz, M McGlinn
on 9/8/2021 M Gray suggested this should be 
addresses via ordinance and to be addressed by 
the SB

recreation to create a town beach it's important to make sure its not isolated as it could invite 
undersible behavior/activities, and would ned to be a highly viable location. 

P Peltz

recreation The town has swimmng rights at Memorial Hall, Number 10 Pond in Calais M Gray
public 
participation

The public input doesn’t include a fair representation off all residents. Suggestion for a town 
wide mailing informaing people about the project

D Baril Paper survey mailed / Adressed yes

public 
participation

Wasn't aware of the project, as not on Front Porch Forum, and didn’t recive any notice of the 
project until someone sent nptice of the 8/28 meeting

K Brown Paper survey mailed / Adressed yes

adoption process The plan should be approved by public vote D Baril?

Comments from the 8/28 meeting
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purpose of the 
plan

concern that the plan will limit what people can do with their property T Higgins

impact of the plan doesn't want things to change in Woodbury L Murphy

public 
participation

recognition that individuals also have a responsibility to make themsleves aware of 
municipal activities

C Gordon n/a

public 
participation

appreciated the posting of hard copy minutes at the post office S Boudluc n/a

Natural Setting town shouldn't be more restrictive or enforce state shoreland protection act requirements, 
the state already does this and the town shouldn't be involoved. Cornern about additional 
restrictions for shoreland property. 

M Lafirira
language in Implimentation Program in 9/17 
draft was modified to encourage compliance, 
rather than increased regulation/enforcement

yes

implimentation would like to see an action/recommendation to manage noise, like a noise ordinance, as 
police doesn’t respond/enforce

M Sadler

Future Land Use lake shore neighborhood district clarification and includion of considerations for conversion 
of homes and acknowledgement that these areas are different and unique and should be 
recognized as such

P Peltz
beleve this has been addressed in updated 
description in the Future Land Use Section of 
9/18 draft

yes

implimentation concerned zoning-related recommendations as current zoning isn’t enforced and this is a 
critical aspect of having the rules

process can send written comments to town office P.O. Box 10. n/a
process suggestion to submit comments and reference document line #'s n/a
Natural Setting lines 262-279 re fragmentation of forest land: would make it more Woodbury (?) specific 

change in parcel size
Natural Setting lines 312 re Rare, Threatened & Endangered species: they should be listed. The sentence 

"Their exact locations are not specifically mapped as a method of prptections" Does that 
mean they are not mapped on purpose because it is thought that doing so would exponse 
them to human mischielf? If so then why call out the locaiton of the petroglyphs (line 548-
552) 

recreation Woodbury Hardwick rail trail in the town forest: it isn’t mentioned
general West Woodbury? Need to address it in the p lan by involoving the resodents

from Sept 1 Zoom meeting
question inquiry about the status of the school, inquiry about the quarry designation from one of the 

natural resource maps
Anna Lee n/a

clarification closure of the schools would be subject to a vote of the entire electorate S Murphy

hand written comments 
from 8/28 meeting,Evelyn 
Bailay 
evelyn.bailey@comcast.net
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process The PC welcomes more diverse membership on the PC, there are 3 open positons S Lindsay n/a
Sense of 
Community

Laura Massell joined late, and would like a copy of the recording. Would like to express 
support of, and support library efforts. Wanted to recognize the library as a hub, especially 
in light of the store closing. lmassell@uvm.edu 

L Massell

recieved via email
Historic My only comment was to respond to the member of the public that asked if it would be a 

good idea to sanitize the language surrounding the petroglyph location. Perhaps just 
mention that Woodbury is ho e to petroglyphs without mentioning cranberry meadow.

M Sadler, email 9/15

general  the Woodbury Center Village (Should we define the term “Village” as Woodbury Village 
specifically or just be consistant when talking with a term, like Center Village or Woodbury 
Center Village? as we have mentioned South Woodbury village earlier. In reading, I assume 
“Village” does infer Woodbury Center Village but others may not) 

m Gray/M Sadler comments 
made in 09132021 draft

I think this has been addressed in the 9/18 draft

Recreation Reading through the Implementation Table, Outdoor Recreation Goal, Objective H, I noticed 
there was no mention of motor sports. Here's the correct language: “Expand hiking, biking, 
skiing, snowshoeing, and off-road motorsports opportunities on public and private lands”

Skip email 9/14 change made

Recreation Sent along excerpt of VLCT News May-June 2021 and notes that ATVs cannot be operated 
along town highways unless the selectboard has opened the roads to ATV travel. 23 V.S.A. § 
3506(b)(1)(A).  And that another slight change to the law clarifies that ATVs also cannot be 
operated on town land unless the land has first been opened up to ATV travel by the 
selectboard.  municipalities will need to amend their ordinances to bring them into 
compliance. VLCT has updated its model All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) Ordinance to assist in 
those efforts

n/a?

Recreation  Opposes any action to increase motor sports activity including operation of ATVs on town 
highways and land. Thank you for considering this information, and for your ongoing work 
in drafting the Town Plan.

gneral sent grammatical and minor wording changes - see attached word.doc with list S Murphy email 9/13, 
transferring inot a word doc

most changes made, thos not have been 
identified. Change encorporated into 9/17/21 
draft plan

Historic and 
Municipal Services

1914 according to the National Register application. I recommend changing to 1914 MG). 
MS comment 9/15 draft

the VT State Historic Survey states 1901? 
Change was not  made in 9/17/2021 plan

S Murphy email 9/8
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historic For example, historic research found Woodbury had the distinction of sending more of its 

sons to fight in the Civil War than any other town of its size in the state. Though an 
interesting fact, I am not sure how this sentence relates to the town’s cemeteries, unless the 
research conducted used the cemeteries as a source for its findings. There is a stone in the 
Harvey cemetery on the Cabot Road that mentions the person designated died in 
Andersonville, the notorious southern prisoner of war camp.) 

MS comment 9/15 draft

trasnportation Route 14 north of Bailey Bridge Road was repaved in the early 2000’s and its pavement 
condition is currently classified as “Fair” based upon VTrans’ Pavement Condition portal. The 
stretch of Route 14 southward to Calais is classified as “Poor” or “Very Poor.” No 
improvements or projects are planned in the next 3 years. (I believe a good part of this 
stretch will be paved this season. Signs are up stating this.) 

MS comment 9/15 draft

From Clare: the stretch of RT 14 at the 
Calais/Woodbury boarder has indeed been 
repaved. The work was not listed on the Vtrans 
Project List or on its Maintance List (as provided 
on this website 
https://vtransparency.vermont.gov/ and this 
strecth is still identified as "poor" on this portal: 
https://vtransparency.vermont.gov/pages/pave
ment)  A revision should be made to the text 
that recognizes this work has been done as of 
September 2021.

transportation The State of Vermont will contribute an additional 7.5% toward the costs and for 
communities that take specific steps to reduce flood damage the State will contribute 12.5% 
or 17.5% of the total cost. Currently Woodbury is eligible for the 7.5% and with relative low 
effort could be eligible for 12.5% whereby lowering the town’s financial responsibility. What 
would this effort entail? Could it be stated in the town plan?

MS comment 9/15 draft

transportation I noted on page 36 of the town plan, a statement that no construction in the next 3 years is 
planned for Route 14 through Woodbury.  I understand from Matthew E. Bogaczyk, P.E., 
Project Manager for VTrans that a resurfacing project is planned to start in 2024 and finish 
by 2025.   I specifically asked him about bike lanes and sidewalks with the Woodbury Lake 
area.  He explained that 11’ lanes and 4’ paved shoulders would be provided (whenever 
possible)   

see note above
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transportation As an avid bike and runner, and an active member of the Woodbury Lake Community I 

would request that the Town Plan includes provisions for the 11’ lanes and 4 shoulders 
within the entire town limits.  I would further request that a 5’ sidewalk on at least one side 
of Route 14 be included in the construction project within the areas along Route 14 like the 
“Woodbury Lake Zone” and the Town Center.  They should also be designated for slower 
speed zones and flashing signs that remind drivers of the speed limit within these more 
pedestrian active areas, at least during the summer the months. 

recreation "I also support the connection of the trails in the town forest for walking, hiking and trail 
riding (if possible).  The connection of these trails and agreements with the VAST association 
are tremendous assets to the area and could help spur rural businesses by attracting visitors 
to our great area.  As the Lamoille Rail trail and other are already doing…."

"Thank you again for all of your hard work and commitment to the town plan and to our 
town in general. Thankful for you and the Planning Commission members!"

email 9/23 from Cindy 
Gordon

Throughout the plan I find a bias toward photovoltaics and heat pumps at the expense of 
the biomass fuels that town residents are presently using.  I think this is unfortunate, counter-
productive, and based on a misunderstanding of the underlying science and international 
climate change policy.

From Clare: Yes, this is because this is the 
position of the State Comprehenisive Energy 
Plan which has provided the basis and direction 
of the CV Energy Plan and subsequent 
municipal level work. For the purpose of 
meeting the PUC Standards for reciveing a 
Determination of Energy Compliance, the 
Woodbury Town Plan may include additional 
narratative about the value and applicaiton of 
biomass and emphahsize Woodbury's 
preference toward support of this technology. I 
would advise retaining the exisiting language 
rather than re-writing or replacing significantly.

C Pecor email 9/20, see 
attached pdf page 1

Energy
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To get into some specifics: Page 6 [of Energy Plan] - "To this end, the focus for generation of 
energy is primarily based on existing technologies such as solar, wind, and hydroelectric. 
Additionally, the plan notes woody biomass and biogas as renewable forms of energy 
generation when developed in a sustainable manner."  Put biomass right up there with the 
rest of them. 

Clare's response: Suggest a modification to the 
referenced section to elevate biomass. This 
sentence is language directly excerpted from the 
Regional Energy Plan. 

Suggests Targets are changed in Table 8 to decrease number of heat pumps and to increase 
number of effiecent wood systems

Clare's response: changing the targets in this 
table would require Woodbury to undertake an 
involved recalibration of the energy data and 
associated targets in order to meet the PUC 
Standards to get a Determination of Energy 
Compliance. You can not simply change the 
numbers in the Table because there is a local 
preference for one system vs the other AND 
meet the PUC Standards to get a Determination 
of Energy Compliance. Undertaking the analysis 
would likely postpone the adoption timeline for 
the town plan. the alternative approach would 
be to keep the numbers in Table 8 and add 
either new narrative or an additional table which 
includes Norm's assement and rational for 
increasing the targets for wood heat and 
reducing the targets for wood heat and propose 
tentative target range or generalized percentage 
change. I would not recommend inclusion of 
new/alternative specific fugures without doing 
the afore menioned analysis. You could also 
include a new Objective stating that Woodbury 
will undertake this specific analysis within the 
Conservation and Effeciency Objectives which 
start on page 22. See attached word.doc with 
more information on the custom analysis and 
some draft new lanaguage. 

email 9/20 Norm Etkind - 
see attached word.doc with 
full comment. See attached 
pdf page 4, see proposed 

language from Clare on pdf 
page 8
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Public, 
Educational and 
Recreational 
Services 

Laura sent along some draft language for inclusion into the plan which expands upon the 
servicesof the Library - see email dated 10/15 with general language, and then see updated 
info within email dated 10/16

Laura Massell email 10/15, 
and 10/16, see pdf page 10 

and 12

mutiple sections Clarify, Coordinate, and Assert Community Standards - S Murphy requests the plan includer 
clearer, more specific language to ensure town standing in state permit processes. 

general Assorted Edits

S Murphy, email dated 
10/16. See pdf page 15. 
Assorted edits start on 

page 21
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